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Introduction

n 1980, the Mankato State University
library became the first in the state of
Minnesota to "deactivate" its card catalog
and provide online access to its holdings. The PALS
software, developed by the Minnesota State University
System/Project for Automated Library Systems (MSUS/
PALS) at Mankato State under the direction of Dale
Carrison, is now used by public libraries, school
systems and academic libraries in fourteen states from
coast to coast as well as sites in Australia, Canada,
South Africa, and western Europe. PALS offers a
powerful, easy-to-use online catalog together with
sophisticated circulation, serials, acquisitions and
interlibrary loan subsystems.
The system supports a larger number and more
different types of individual participating libraries than
many other automated systems in the U.S. For
example, the MSUS/PALS network of 55 libraries in
Minnesota and North Dakota includes all seven
Minnesota state universities, nine private colleges, 18
community colleges, and 16 state agencies. Within this
network, more than 700 dedicated terminals access
over 4 million records stored on a Unisys 2200/600
mainframe, with a peak load of about 30,000
transactions per hour. Each transaction takes an
average of less than two seconds. Access to external
databases from Information Access Company and ERIC
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has been available since 1991; search results also show
the availability of the publication in the local holdings.
In spite of its programmers' best efforts over the course of
a decade, however, PALS remains a command-driven
system. While staff terminals have evolved from the
original dumb asynchronous terminals to MS-DOS-based
microcomputers thatprovide easyworkforms, terminals
in the public areas of the libraries are ouly command
driven. Ar.cess to dial-in lines and from faculty offices is
provided in the same command-like form.
Mac-inization
In 1989, PALS received an equipment award through
Apple'sHigher Education Academic Development
Donation Program to design an alternative interface to
the PALS netwoi:k. The main goal of this project was to
enhance public access to PALS with an easy user-friendly
approach. As a secondary goal, a Macintosh interface
could later be developed for "staff-only terminals".

Project PhUosophy
A quick look around in 1989 showed twoHyperCard
interfaces to traditional systems (also supported by
Apple grant awards): MacPAC, aHyperCard-based
front-end interface to Cornell University Library's
NOTIS online public access catalog, and MacNOTIS,
also a front-end to a NOTIS system, developed at Texas
A&M. These systems used different approaches to get
information from the catalog and both are a great
enhancement over a standard dumb terminal,
especially for the novice user. The MSUS/PALS
developers sought to learn from these products and
apply Apple Computer's human inteiface guidelines in
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